Cultural transmission has a key impact on the evolution of linguistic structure (Kirby, Cornish & Smith, 2008). During transmission, new individuals learn the conventions of the language through observation and participation in communicative interactions in context. We present a series of experiments which disentangle the role of generation turnover, or new minds coming into the linguistic community (e.g. Kirby et al. 2008) from that of negotiation of shared form-meaning conventions during interlocutor interaction (studied in graphical, but not linguistic, systems by e.g. Fay et al. 2007, Galantucci 2005).

In the experimental task, two interlocutors played a communicative cooperative game using an artificial miniature language. Players were trained on a random language, which they then used to ask each other for specific objects; they scored a point for each successful interaction. The language produced by one (randomly selected) participant was then used as training data for the following training-and-usage round. We manipulated generation turnover: in dyads, two participants played six training-and-usage rounds; in chains, six different participant pairs played one round each. We also manipulated negotiation. In the negotiation condition there were two human players; in the no-negotiation condition, one of the players was replaced with a simulated computer agent who had perfect memory (i.e. it always used the training language without errors, and never offered or adopted suggestions during usage). The training languages in this condition came from the human player.

We examined the effects of generation turnover and negotiation on the systematic structure of the resulting languages (measured using the technique described in Kirby et al., 2008) and found a significant effect of both factors. Structure increased over the six rounds in chains, but not in dyads. Looking at chains only, the level of structure at the final round was markedly higher when there was negotiation between two interlocutors than when a single participant
played with the non-responding agent. However, presence/absence of negotiation in dyads had no such effect. We also examined the effects on communicative success, measured as the scores obtained during the communicative task. Dyads, where there was no generation turnover, scored more points, performing at ceiling level in the last few rounds, while chains did significantly worse. Looking at chains only, while negotiating player pairs improved their scores over rounds to approach optimal communicative success, non-negotiating player-agent pairs did not show any improvement.

These results indicate that both generation turnover and negotiation facilitate communicative success and the emergence and evolution of systematic structure. At generation turnover, a memory pressure (only so much can be learned during the brief training stage) and an expressivity pressure (to name all objects unambiguously in order to score points) operate. Structured languages are well adapted to both pressures because they are at the same time compressible (minimal amount of information to memorize) and expressive. At each individual negotiation, interlocutors need to make decisions (e.g. whether to adopt their interlocutor’s suggestions or stick to their own, or what to say or understand when they cannot remember language items). If both interlocutors are under the same pressures for compressibility and expressivity, then the extra pressure of coordination – for finding a common language between interlocutors – may enhance the effects of the pressures for compressibility and expressivity: the decisions during negotiation constitute extra opportunities for competition between linguistic items that may accelerate evolution.

In conclusion, investigating cultural transmission at the level of communicative interactions can give us a richer understanding of the mechanisms underlying the cultural evolution of linguistic structure.
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